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PT Bakrie Telecome Tbk represent peripatetic company in industry telecommunication and Bakrie Telecom noted in Effect Exchange Indonesia since February 2006 with code of BTEL. PT Bakrie Telecome Tbk in executing its operational activity use capital alone also use loan capital which in the form of long term liabilities and debt short-range which in investing into asset with a purpose to can improve company profit. Usage of loan capital have implication that company have to account flower burden which have surely will lessen net profit.

Problems which lifted in this research is do usage of loan capital have influence by signifikan to company profitability storey level at PT Bakrie Telecome Tbk. Target of this research is to know influence of usage of loan capital to profitability storey level at PT Bakrie Telecome Tbk In The Year 2005 - 2009. Hypothesis raised by writer is
usage of loan capital have an effect on by signifikan to profitability storey level at PT Bakrie Telecome Tbk.

Result of calculation by using simple linear regression analysis got that usage of loan capital have an effect on by signifikan to company profitability with \( r^2 \) determinasi equal to 18.5% and the rest influenced by other factor which do not perceive.

Examination of hypothesis with storey level of signifikasi 95% or with value \( \alpha = 5\% \) is in the reality known by \( t \) [count/calculate] \((-2.018) > t \) of is tables of \( (1,729) \) at storey level of signifikansi \( 0.049 < 0.05 \) ( \( \alpha = 5\% \) ), hence Is ha accepted and Ho refused. Thereby raised by hipótesis is writer that usage of loan capital have an effect on by signifikan to company profitability storey level at PT Bakrie Telecome Tbk In The Year 2005 - 2009 accepted.